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LEAPScripts 
 

Here is another way for you to look at yourself and your Patterns. The “script” idea is based on Shakespeare’s notion 

that “all the world’s a stage, and all the men and women merely players…” In sociology, it is called “dramaturgy,” which 

Wikipedia explains this way: 

Dramaturgy is a sociological perspective starting from symbolic interactionism, and commonly used in sociological 

accounts of social interaction in everyday life. The term was first adapted into sociology from the theatre by Erving 

Goffman, who developed most of the related terminology and ideas in his 1959 book, The Presentation of Self in 

Every day Life. . . If we imagine ourselves as directors observing what goes on in the theatre of everyday life, we are 

doing what Goffman called dramaturgical analysis, the study of social interaction in terms of theatrical performance. 

And of course the LEAP part is a way of saying that the scripts we act out in our daily lives is a kind of pattern we use 

to be effective at getting something to happen on the “stage” of our personal world. 

We create LEAPScripts from our unique childhood experiences, attitudes, and decisions. Like the script for a play, 

LEAPScripts provide the dialogue, roles, other players, even the gestures, facial expressions, moves, and props you’ll need 

to perform your part! A LEAPScript guides you in a specific sphere of life. Revising your LifeCourse may involve re-

writing your LEAPScript, which will give you new lines to say, other players, props, or entrances and exits. 

In this way, a LEAPScript is a kind of Pattern to guide you each day and to be revised when you find it is too small for 

the larger life you want to live. And also in the same way, a LEAPScript is not something you just wrote yesterday! Like a 

LifeCourse Pattern, a LEAPScript grew out of the needs and wants of childhood as a way to structure what you would do 

to act out your part in life from then on. 

Here we describe LEAPScripts as a description of ourselves in relation to the LifeCourse Patterns. That description tends 

to be negative, but every seemingly-negative LEAPScript has a positive one hiding within it. Within a Fearful LEAPScript 

is a Courageous LEAPScript, and so on. Here we look at our LEAPScripts as the result of discouragement within the 

LifeCourse Pattern. 

Everyone has a LifeCourse Script in mind and memory. In LEAP we make a distinction between behavioral styles (what 

we do to carry out our Patterns) and scripts that carry more force. A Script is more than an optional helpful guide; it is the 

only way we allow ourselves to perform in the drama of our individual lives: 

A Script says, Deal with this area of your life in this way, and this way only. Don’t deviate from your Script! You wrote 

this script to be the words you should say and the actions you must take. 

A Style says, Here’s a way (of some or many) to express this Pattern. It’s comfortable, it seems to work, but I can also 

try other ways to think or feel or do. I can change my mind try something else. 

Style serves a Script. A Script may determine a Style and not let other Styles have a chance. We wrote some Scripts for 

ourselves, but some of our scripts were written for us by others, to carry out their wishes. 

Our Scripts — We create Scripts and choose to follow them from our experiences and what we tell ourselves they mean 

for our lives, following the E-B-R Cycle. For example, because my parents were very demanding, I therefore decided I 

could never live up to their standards. So I developed a No-Pleasing-Them LEAPScript which today leads me to believe I’ll 

never be able to satisfy anyone, so why try? I make no efforts, settle for less, and resent those who expect something of me. 

Others’ Scripts — These are written for us and given to us by others. They want something from us based on their needs, 

not ours. A parent with low self-esteem may pass this to a child as a No Worth LEAPScript, as in: “Your parent wasn’t 

worth much, so you must not be either. Children must be like their parents. Here’s your script for life. Study it carefully. It 

contains everything you need to think, feel, and act worthless in your life. Follow it, and thus fulfill my prediction.” 

Of course personal choice enters in. We create a Script and then choose to follow it as it supports what we want to 

believe. In the case of Scripts given us by others, we choose to follow and to play the part as they wrote it. As with any 

choice, we can change our minds. We can revise the script to create a different scene! A Script is a choice the child makes 
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experienced as a child, you may want to change your Script so you can act differently. The following may seem like there 

are many Scripts, but actually it’s only a sample of those we can create from the experiences we have in childhood. 

Remember that each Script can have its positive side. Thus for “No Hope” there is a script for Hope, for “No Love” there 

is a script for Love, and so on. 

Background Patterns LEAPScripts 

No Connection LEAPScript (1) — A person may discover he or she was adopted and come to think that “something is 

missing,” such as a lack of connection with one’s genetic history, cultures, traditions, relatives, etc. Some people with such 

a LEAPScript search for their biological past. They seek out parents and siblings, visit where the family came from, study 

the family’s general racial/ethnic/national background, etc., all in order to bridge the gap and feel connected with their 

genetic past. A few would like to do that…but consider it a betrayal of the adoptive parents to try to seek out the “other 

family,” especially the birth mother. For some grown-up adopted children it becomes crucial to know birth medical 

backgrounds when a genetic disease pops up. 

No Connection LEAPScript (2) — Some children were raised without hardly ever seeing their parents, and then only 

on ritual occasions. Also in times past, some children were farmed out to work, to be raised by others, even placed on board 

a train and sent hundreds of miles away, where waiting strangers would take the a child who looked strong and set them to 

work. (I had a classmate whose father was such a one.) In the 19th century, children who could not read by age six were 

given to others to raise. The result was a disconnection, and those with such a LEAPScript might likely grow up with no 

sense of family or what family life can be like and so have no basis for their own families as adults. 

No Warmth LEAPScript — In some homes the family atmosphere is cold, distant, uncaring, critical. If there is contact 

with relatives beyond the nuclear family (which seems unlikely, given the parental LEAPScript), this approach may be 

supported and encouraged as “our family’s ways.” This isn’t the same as families where an entire culture supports not 

showing emotion, which is held to be true of families of British and Nordic heritage. I was raised by parents of British and 

Nordic background, and learned early that men hide their feelings, children and adults occupy different worlds, and relations 

between them are ritualized. On the other hand, I know many families of both backgrounds; their family life is as warm and 

crazy as any! 

No Certainty LEAPScript— Perhaps the family was chaotic in some way, with frequent moves, unclear parental roles 

(divorces and remarriages, with no “blending” of family continuity); inconsistent or unpredictable parental behaviors (drug 

or alcohol abuse). A child may grow up feeling rootless or tossed about, and seek certainty beyond what others would 

consider “normal.” Such adults may need to control not only their own lives, but the lives and detailed actions of those 

around them. 

Beginning Patterns LEAPScripts 

No Roles LEAPScript — The child raised by parents who gave confusing role messages (about being a Parent, a Partner, 

etc.) may, in adulthood, be confused how to play those same roles. One with no real sense of what it means to be a Parent 

may develop a No Parent Script; one whose parents gave negative or confused messages about their marital partnership may 

develop a No Partner Script, and so on. 

No Childhood LEAPScript — Here we refer to a family where a child, often the oldest, must take over parenting 

responsibilities. If the parent(s) are absent in the sense of actually being parents (such as through alcohol or drug addiction, 

mental illness, etc.), one child is put in the position of having to feed, clothe, and otherwise tend siblings, but as a parent. In 

some cases, the same child is put in the position of parenting the parent as well, complete role reversal, and taking care of 

that adult’s physical and emotional needs. Such a child may grow up with a feeling of having “missed” being a child. With 

an inner view of Self as “Parent,” such a child may become an exceptional parent to his/her own children, may grow up 

resenting what is missing, or may seek as soon as possible to leave the home to escape inappropriate responsibilities. 

Birth Order Patterns LEAPScripts 

No Siblings LEAPScript — The child raised almost entirely without peer relationships may grow up without a repertoire 

of behaviors suitable for use with same-aged others. An only child often combines a first-born’s leadership qualities with 

the last-born’s assumptions of special treatment. Such children, whose dominant relationships are with 
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adults (their parents), grow up to be serious and less comfortable with their peer group than with older people and authority 

figures. Their script seems to say, “Since peer-relation experience is missing, find comfort and success with those who are 

like your parents.” 

No Position LEAPScript — This one’s a little longer than the others: 

Sometimes a child is without a defined or desirable place in a sibling system. This happened to homeless children who 

wandered New York City in the mid-1800s to as late as the 1920s. A seminary student thought it would be better if they 

were sent off to work on farms in the Midwest. The New York Children’s Aid Society sent some 50,000 street-urchins off 

on the “Orphan Trains” and their web site explains it this way: 

The children ranged in age from about six to 18 and shared a common grim existence. 

Homeless or neglected, they lived in New York City's streets and slums with little or 

no hope of a successful future. Their numbers were large - an estimated 30,000 children 

were homeless in New York City in the 1850s. Charles Loring Brace, the founder of 

The Children's Aid Society, believed that there was a way to change the futures of these 

children. By removing them from the poverty and debauchery of the city streets, and 

placing them in morally upright farm families, he thought they would have a chance to 

escape a short lifetime of suffering. 

Brace proposed that these children be sent by train to live and work on farms out west. 

They would be placed in homes for free but they would serve as an extra pair of hands 

to help with chores around the farm. They wouldn't be indentured. In fact, older children 

placed by The Children's Aid Society were to be paid for their labors. 

The Wikipedia article, although brief, tells a slightly different story: 

The Orphan Train Movement was a social experiment that transported children from 

coastal cities of New York City and Boston, to willing foster homes [farms] across the 

country. The orphan trains ran between 1853 and 1929, relocating an estimated 250,000 

orphaned, abandoned, or homeless children. At the time the orphan trains began, it was 

estimated that 30,000 vagrant children lived homeless on the streets of New York City. 

Two charities, The Children's Aid Society and The New York Foundling Hospital, 

determined to help these children. They developed a program that placed homeless city 

children into homes throughout the country. The children were transported to their new 

homes on trains which were eventually labeled “orphan trains.”  

Stories were told of five or six year olds would step onto a railroad platform and sing 

or dance to get farmers to choose them and take them to their farms to work as “foster” 

children. By all accounts, most were treated well but worked hard. Most tragic was when 

siblings were sent from the east, and at the end one was taken and another was not (too 

young or too small or wrong sex to work the fields), never to see each other again.  

A high school classmate in North Dakota told me about her father, who was from an 

Orphan Train, sent from the East to work the farm of a stranger in the upper Midwest. 

 
Train-load of orphaned children from New York 

 
Poster seeking homes for children being sent to the 
upper mid-west 

 
End of the line for a train-load of eastern orphans. 

Boyhood/Girlhood LEAPScripts 

No Fun LEAPScript — Some children grow up sad and serious, even depressed. Søren Kierkegaard wrote “I was an 

old man when I was born” and people with this LEAPScript could say the same. Their script tells them, “You don’t deserve 

pleasure or to be happy. Life is serious. Fun is a betrayal. If you have it, it won’t last.” Such a child, in adulthood, may lead 

a very restricted, gloomy, even hopeless life. 

No Imagination LEAPScript — Some children grow up with a limited ability to create mental images, and therefore to 

imagine or envision their own future, to understand metaphor or symbolism, or to create concrete visualize possibilities. 

They may work hard, but have little to look forward to because, to “look forward” in such a sense requires that they create 

mental images of something to look forward to! To have goals requires the ability to envision an end point attained. So their 

script is to go through life with no images of how things could be better.  

No Heroes LEAPScript— Childhood is a time of fierce loyalties, of finding persons who exemplify the best the child 

hopes for in him- or herself. The child with no such models may grow up lacking ideals and depending on Private Logic  
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to guide relationships. Such a script says, “There’s no one worthy of your loyalty or esteem; all idols have clay feet; trust 

only yourself, get what you can.” Such children may have had a hero, but found out something that poisoned the image. 

Belonging Patterns LEAPScripts 

No Love LEAPScript— My efforts to Belong by receiving Affection are rebuffed or ignored; I become discouraged. 

Not believing the future will be different, I create a Script in which something substitutes for love, such as food, excitement, 

possessions, sex, money, power, etc. Or I do things to make me unlovable so, when others don’t love me, I’ll have an excuse. 

I no longer expect affection as something I will get from life. 

No Attention LEAPScript — My efforts to get attention fail, and I feel invisible, of no account to others. Discouraged 

that the future will be different, I create a Script in which I enforce attention, perhaps by becoming one who is in the public 

eye (comic, movie or TV star, etc.) or by becoming “the best worst” and gaining notoriety as a criminal, terrorist, etc. Or I 

may create a script in which I do not expect ever to be noticed, and create an adulthood which mirrors the facelessness of 

my childhood. 

No Approval LEAPScript — I tried, but failed, to be appreciated. My grades were never good enough, I didn’t make the 

team, I couldn’t do anything right, I was criticized, condemned, rejected, and never applauded or congratulated. Believing 

the future would be the same, I create a Script to guide me. I will try harder than others, work longer hours, and make them 

see the value of my contributions. Or perhaps I will make no effort, since it is clear to me that no matter how hard I try, 

others will find my contributions without use or merit. I do not expect to be rewarded for what I do, so why bother doing 

anything? 

No Control LEAPScript — I was always being pushed around, told what to do. I never had any control over my life. I 

had two choices: Obey, or be punished. Later, I could withdraw, control others, or gave any hope for power and let others 

run my life. Perhaps I convince myself that Fate or The Universe is in charge of my life, so I can’t have any control anyway! 

My Script says that, since my life is controlled by others, I might as well be helpless and let them take care of me. 

No Justice LEAPScript — I grew up being treated unfairly. Others got, and I went without. I was blamed and punished 

for what others did. The scales of justice were tipped against me. They say Justice is blind, but I know she peeked and gave 

me the shaft! Knowing I didn’t have a chance, I created a Script to make justice. Maybe I’d take the law into my own hands. 

Or maybe I’d become a lawyer, cop, or judge to help others to the fairness I never got. Or maybe I’ll protest unfair treatment, 

befriend the homeless, take on the cause of animals or the rain forest. I need to do something to help others and bring some 

justice and fairness to this world! 

No Help LEAPScript — In the end, nothing worked. I couldn’t do anything right. I’ve always been ineffective. I never 

Belonged. I felt alone, isolated, an outsider looking in. There was nothing I could do, and no one helped me. I was never 

approved, so I never believed I could please others. So I created a No Help Script. Perhaps it was to help others as they had 

not helped me; perhaps it was to act so helpless that others would have to take care of me and never expect anything of me. 

No Courage LEAPScript — All my efforts to Belong have failed, which has convinced me that I will never belong and 

won’t be able to change it. So there’s no point in trying. I have no heart left, and I create a Script where I haven’t the courage 

needed to try any more. My Script allows me to approach all of life as timid, fearful, and hopeless. 

No Hope LEAPScript — With no success, and no faith that I can change things, I see a future the same as my past, and 

create a Script in which I won’t be disappointed because I won’t expect anything! Each day is empty and futile, one more 

plodding step toward oblivion and the end of all hope. 

Behaving Patterns LEAPScripts 

No Sense LEAPScript — If the Event doesn’t make sense to us, we come to doubt our ability to see accurately. We may 

question our sanity. So, to make the Event appear sensible, we may change the Event to see what we need to see, and not 

see what we want to be missing. This is often the case with death, where to admit it is to accept its finality. 

No Use LEAPScript — Unable to trust my perceptions, but having to, I create meanings which are highly personal. The 

less connected they are to reality, the more bizarre they become, and the more bizarre my responses as a result. Since I can’t 

make sense of nonsense, I believe that nonsense is true! So my responses become increasingly unconnected to the event and 

to the reality that others perceive. I crawl into a mental world of my own making, and turn the world off. 
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No Difference LEAPScript — This LEAPScript suggests that, while I may perceive more or less accurately and my 

meanings fit the Event, it doesn’t matter. Whatever I think, feel, or do makes no difference in the way things are. Death is 

a good example: When someone dies, we can’t do anything about it. And in other areas, although we are response-able, our 

responses don’t seem enough to achieve any result we want. 

Believing Patterns LEAPScripts 

No Self LEAPScript — I’m not sure of myself; self-definitions conflict with each other; I am at the mercy of events 

because I don’t really know who I am. So I live by a script in which I drift from one self-definition to another, let others or 

circumstances define who I am, and seem to flit on the surface of life rather than having a clearly-defined place and purpose. 

No Love LEAPScript — I do not feel cherished by someone, nor do I feel as if I truly cherish another. Pretended affection 

may get me something I want from others, but beyond that is not useful to me. So my script allows me to “fake it.” With no 

ability to love others, my ability to feel affection for myself, to cherish myself as a person, is also limited. 

No Membership LEAPScript — I don’t belong; I feel detached and alone. I envy others their attachments to other 

people, their associations and clubs and friendships. It’s as if I stand outside some wonderful experience, looking in but not 

able to be a part. I may say or do things to try to get in, but they usually result in staying outside. 

No Meaning LEAPScript — Life, relationships, the world mean nothing. I make no connections between circumstances 

and my Self. I’m “out of the loop.” Others understand something that I’m missing. My script leads me to meaningless 

activities; my efforts are just a futile spinning of wheels. I make no forward movement because I have no sense of purpose, 

no place I really want to go. Even when I’m effective, I’m not sure how it happened, how I did it, how to repeat it, or how 

it matters. 

No Place LEAPScript — I’m a stranger, an outsider, an alien. I’m a hobo on a train that passes by without stopping. I 

will never become a citizen and settle down. I’m a tree without roots, a feather on the wind, a leaf on the river. My script 

defines me as unattached and uninvolved. I observe the world as it passes me by, but I have no effect on it. 

No Answers LEAPScript — Life is a big question mark. I have lots of questions, but no answers I can rely on. My Script 

may lead me to doubt everything. I may amass information (much of it trivia) to give myself the impression that I have 

answers; or I may just give up trying to understand, and live a life of illusions, wishes, cynicism or despair. 

No Certainty LEAPScript — I’m not sure about things. There are always qualifications and exceptions in life, or things 

that come up to make life uncertain. The road of life seems to twist and turn under my feet, or become slippery ice just when 

I think it’s finally solid! My Script leads me to be tentative; I can’t commit myself when life is uncertain. Of course I won’t 

take a chance. I’ll stand in place, a puzzled look on my face, and not move forward. 

No Significance LEAPScript — I have no meaning to others or to myself. I don’t matter. I go through each day looking 

like I’m OK but I know that, inside, I’m empty and worth little or nothing to others or the world around me. So far as the 

world is concerned, I don’t exist, and whatever others see of me, it’s all a big show with no substance. 

Bewildering Patterns LEAPScripts 

No Control LEAPScript — Sometimes we are our own worst enemy, doing the very things we say we don’t want to 

do. It reminds us of what St. Paul w rote to the church in Rome” “I don’t understand my actions. I don’t do what I want to 

do, but I do the very things I hate!” So we set goals but sabotage our own efforts to get to them. I picture someone walking 

along the path with a bag of bricks over his back. Now and then he tosses one in front of himself...then trips over it! He 

looks back and thinks, “Hmmm...I tripped over a brick...how did that get there?” We want good relationships but we do 

things to push people away. We want people to like us but we do unlikeable things. This Script tells says, “Go ahead, make 

plans; but I’ll see that they come to nothing!” With no apparent control over my own destiny, I may turn to astrology or 

sooth-sayers or palm-readers to explain how my life is out of my hands. 

No Conscience LEAPScript — I do have a sense of right and wrong. But much of it is “what’s right for me” and “what’s 

wrong about other people.” My morality serves my personal goals and doesn’t bother me about who I hurt in the process. I 

can be nasty to others, cheat them, steal from them, lie to them, or whatever it takes to get what I want. My sense of “right 

or wrong” about the community is “what have you done for me lately?” For me, “conscience” is my Private Logic working 

to get me whatever I want, by whatever twisted reasoning it may take! 
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No Solution LEAPScript — I have problems, but no solutions. This is especially true of The Problem I had as a child, 

and for which I now seek the perfect Solution. I may want to be fully loved or appreciated, or to make a big mark in the 

world, or to have enough money, power, or prestige so I don’t have to be afraid anymore. Try as I may, it doesn’t happen. 

I am ready to give up. My Script says, “Success is beyond your grasp, but you must keep trying!” 

Being Patterns LEAPScripts 

No Self LEAPScript — Of course we all have or are a “Self.” Yet some children grow up with no real sense of themselves 

as distinct from others, and what others want from them. Chameleon-like, they create a temporary Self depending on each 

circumstance, and “fit in” by adopting and adapting the interests, attitudes, and behaviors of those around them. I once read 

the following description of a person: “On the surface, he’s profound; but down deep, he’s shallow.” This script says, 

“Whoever you are is not as important as who you must seem to be.” 

No Personality LEAPScript — Personality is a personal creation, “who I am” as I sense myself within. Because the 

human being is created by the community, so therefore is one’s personality, first experienced as and within the family. 

Personality is how I define myself as a person in relation to others. If I grow up with negative, uncertain, or conflicting 

definitions of my Self, I will not be sure about integrity, honesty, cooperation, and other individual attributes related to 

community living. So I cannot answer the basic question with any certainty, “Who am I.” 

No Character LEAPScript — We said that character is the outward display of inward personality. But some children 

grow up seeming to have no real core definition of Self, and therefore nothing to display to others. Not sure who they are, 

they are unsure how to appear to others. The presentation of Self may be withdrawn, bland, superficial, or a weak copy of 

what has been seen in others. Everything that others see is actually a pretense based on what has been picked up from others. 

Such a person is unsure and tentative, and hesitant to reveal the Self because there is no clear sense of a Self to reveal. 

Becoming Patterns LEAPScripts 

No Goals LEAPScript — Some people seem to drift through life. If they wind up somewhere, it is mostly by 

accident. They let other people or circumstances dictate what happens. Perhaps they were spoiled as children, having 

everything done for them, so they never worried about the future and never became suited for the tasks of adult life. So they 

had little practice in planning their own lives or setting goals, much less figuring out how to achieve them! Today they are 

children in adult bodies. They may seek partners who will continue to do for them what their parents did, so they won’t 

have to grow up and manage their own lives. 

No Choices LEAPScript — Similar are children whose decisions were made for them, and so don’t know how to manage 

their own lives today. They set up their lives to have someone else do it for them: partner, boss, etc. Such people need to 

step outside their Script, examine their options, and begin to think for themselves. This is harder if the person has no real 

goals, and therefore no decisions to make about how to reach them. 

No Answers LEAPScript — Some children, raised in chaotic households, grow up without useful answers to life’s major 

questions: “Who am I? How can I get along with others? What are my strengths? Where should I go in life?” They may act 

out a Script that says, “Find out all you can, to make up for what you didn’t get.” Such adults may take classes, enter 

counseling, take personal development programs, etc. Or they may act out a Script that says, “You don’t know anything, 

and you never will! Now it’s too late to ask.” Such people may settle for less, and be at the mercy of those who promise 

answers but do not deliver. 

No Courage LEAPScript — Children who did not Belong enough may enter adulthood without a strong base of affection 

and acceptance, and live a Script of isolation, of fear or tentativeness, or of uncertainty in the face of life’s challenges. 

Discouraged and without heart, they approach life with no sense that things can be better for them. 

Master Action Pattern LEAPScripts 

No MAP LEAPScript — Realistically this isn’t possible. We all leave childhood with some idea of where we’re going. 

For some of us, that may not mean much. After all, it’s as if I first maps are drawn by a small child with crayons on a 

crumpled grocery bag! bag! Some of us enter adulthood with no more than this to guide us. In effect, we adopt a No Map 

LEAPScript. We have only a vague idea of where we’re going or how to get there. The No Map Script includes one or more 

of the following: 
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No Direction LEAPScript — Some children emerge into adulthood with no idea where they are heading, no sense of 

purpose or direction. Their Script says that life’s journey is an aimless roaming with no end point in mind. Whatever 

happens, happens, so “go with the flow.” 

No Destination LEAPScript — Some children stand like Dorothy at the beginning of the yellow brick road, with no idea 

where it goes. The Script says, “Keep moving; you’ll wind up somewhere eventually.” So they drift through life, 

wandering with no purpose, and wasting their time on activities that, like their lives, go nowhere. 

No Road LEAPScript — Some children enter adulthood thinking there must be something out there, but with no idea 

how to get to it. Their Script says, “There’s a place up ahead, but all I see is a wild jungle with no paths or roads.” 

Such a person may try many things to make progress, mostly unsatisfying and unrewarding, and finally settle into a 

life of mediocrity, wondering how life passed him or her by. 

From Minus to Plus LEAPScripts 

For every negative LEAPScript there is also its other side, a positive one! The “No Goals” Script implies a “Goals” 

Script, and so on. Nor do we operate our lives on only one script, but have different Scripts depending on circumstances. If 

I feel unloved, I act for a time from the “No Love” Script. Or if I feel unappreciated, I act from a “Poor Me! Script” That 

doesn’t mean I am stuck with a “Nobody Loves Me!” or “Poor Me!” LEAPScript forever. 

How can we not get stuck in a LEAPScript? — It helps to know that we have chosen a particular Script, and that we can 

change it when it’s served its purpose. That can be hard if we get a lot out of following it. It helps to have someone who 

recognizes what we’re doing and can suggest that it’s time to move back into a more positive mode. 

How can we revise the LEAPScript to serve better ends? — Each Script has a positive side. Getting into a “No Goals” 

Script may serve as a wake-up call to consider where we’re heading and what reachable goals we can set to give purpose 

and meaning to our lives. Re-writing starts with listening to the words of the script, and then creating new words and new 

mental images to change the Script to a different one. 

How can we move from bad LEAPScript to good LEAPScript? — The trend of each human life is toward the positive, 

toward growth. We cannot remain in a negative Script for very long. Pretty soon we get tired of ourselves moaning and 

complaining, and must decide to get on with our lives! This is when we can turn to the list of positive Scripts and consciously 

choose to follow one that will be more fulfilling. 
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